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Gravitational waves in a nutshell—4
PN/NRGR theory. Tests of GR.



Recap from last week
1. Binary inspiral waveforms are functions of many astrophysical (masses, spins) 

and astronomical (position, distance) parameters 
2. For GW detection, we select the most likely data model (noise, or noise + signal), 

based on the assumed spectrum of noise. This is equivalent to matched filtering 
(requiring maximum correlation of data and theoretical template) 

3. Real-world detectors require sophistication (calibration, glitches, non-stationary 
noise) and the empirical estimation of detection backgrounds with time shifts 

4. Source parameter estimation explores the Bayesian posterior with stochastic 
algorithms such as Markov Chain Monte Carlo. Hierarchical models are used to 
infer binary population features.  

5. The LIGO GWTC-1,2,3 catalogs include ~100 GW signals from BH-BH, NS-BH, 
and NS-NS coalescences, showing many intriguing trends (no mass gaps; mass 
bumps; rate evolution with redshift; tilted spins; heavy NS/light BHs; etc.)    

6. The pulsar-timing-array data model is built of Gaussian processes; convincing 
GW detection will follow from identifying Hellings–Downs spatial correlations.



isolated BHs 
coupled to gravity 

point particles 
coupled to gravitational field

composite binary 
coupled to radiation

black-hole excitations; 
 background field

PP worldlines; 
potential modes, radiation modes

multipole moments; 
long-wavelength modes

Master BH-binary dynamics and GW emission 
by separation of scales and high-energy DOF integration
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Logic of EFT:	 integrate out high-energy physics to include its effects in low-energy observables, 	 
	 OR encode high-energy physics in low-energy operators (which are model 
	 independent and must respect symmetries) then match or measure their coefficients

BH to PP: effacement principle field to binary potential: PN EFT



worldline EFT for spherical body of size R in curvature ~ L

start from point particle, add all scalar terms that we can build from worldline and metric

remove by worldline shift 
and field redefinition (in vacuum)

, so , yielding the effacement principle 


for a BH, the (tidal Love numbers)  and  are 0, and 
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additional intrinsic moments couple to 
 and their derivativesℰμν, ℬμν

[following Galley 2022]



[following Galley 2022]

Euler–Lagrange yield equations of motion

solved by Green's function

substituting

PN EFT warmup: Poisson to Newton, integrating out the field



PN EFT warmup: with Feynman diagrams

[following Galley 2022]

by variation of the action and perturbative expansion

(momentum space)

δS
δϕk

= 0 ⇒ −
δ2S

δϕkδϕk′ ϕ=0
ϕk′ 

=
δS
δϕk ϕ=0

Feynman rules: coefficients 
of functional expansion of action



PN EFT warmup: at the level of the action

[following Galley 2022]
UV divergent: 0 in dimensional regularization 

or cutoff and introduce counterterm

draw all connected, 
tree-level diagrams 
with no free lines 



PN EFT for real: metric expansion

[following Galley 2022]

metric at scale :≫ m gμν = ημν + Hμν + hμν = ḡμν + Hμν

perturbation at scale r

m ≪ r ≪ λ

perturbation at scale λ

Einstein–Hilbert eff. point particle gauge fixing (harmonic)



PN EFT for real: propagator

𝒪(v6)
propagator with insertions

[following Galley 2022]



PN EFT for real: Kol–Smolkin variables and Feynman rules

using Kaluza–Klein variables ds2 = − e2ϕ(dt − Ai dxi)2 + e−2ϕ(δij + σij) dxidxj

Newtonian potential gravito-magnetic field 3-metric field

[following Galley 2022]



PN EFT for real: 1PN action



PN EFT for real: 2PN action

[Gilmore and Ross 2008]

O(Gv4)

O(G2v2)

O(G3v0)



Radiative theory
To compute GWs at , we couple the radiative field with a composite object (the binary) carrying intrinsic 
moments determined by orbital dynamics...

λ ≫ r

+1PN

...matching multipoles using 
the UV stress–energy tensor:



[Blanchet 2014]



[Blanchet 2014]

x = (Mω)2/3 ν = m1m2/(m1 + m2)2

PN waveform

ψ = ϕ − 2 M Ω log Ω/Ω0h+,× =
2 μMx

R ∑
p

xp/2
p/2H+,×(ψ, cos ι, sin ι)



• Detecting GWs offered a profound confirmation of general relativity 
• Using GW observations to test GR with increasing precision, we 

hope to obtain clues of new physics and establish the scope of GR

[LSC 2016]

Testing GR with GW observations



Gravitational radiation...
Testing GR with GW observations

• GW observations of compact binaries probe 
nonlinear, dynamical GR 

• GWs are predicted in any Lorentz-invariance 
metric theory of gravitation, but they may differ 
from GR in generation, propagation, 
polarization 

• No simple framework like PPN exists to describe 
strongly gravitating radiative systems, and we 
have few models of binaries in modified gravity 

• Therefore we default to characterizing the 
accuracy of GR either parametrically (by 
extending waveform families in "non-GR" 
directions) or non-parametrically (with other 
tests of "consistency").

[Yunes and Miller]



• Consistency: a useful sanity check, but hard to interpret statistically. P values are 
possible with much work. But would we ever believe an inconsistent result?

Testing GR with GW observations



Consistency: parameters from partial waveforms match

Hierarchical model with mean+variance 
for fractional deviations

Identical deviations across events
[LVC 2022]



Consistency: residuals look like noise

Subtract best-fit signal model; search for coherent content (wavelet model); compare SNR with 
background obtained on nearby stretches of data. An actual hypothesis test, which implies that GR 
is verified to better than a few percent.

SNR2
res =

1 − FF2

FF2
SNR2

GR

FF = 0.95

FF = 0.90

Fitting Factor FF: parameter-maximized waveform overlap
[LVC 2022]



• Consistency: a useful sanity check, but hard to interpret statistically. P values are 
possible with much work. But would we ever believe an inconsistent result? 

• Parametric tests: constraints on GR “constants” (PN coefficients, graviton mass) 
witness increasing sensitivity, but again hard to interpret. Apparent violations may 
focus our search for new physics.

Testing GR with GW observations



Parametric test: PN coefficient perturbations

hierarchical 
parametersdipole 

radiation
massive 
gravity

dynamical 
Chern–Simons

[LVC 2022]



Parametric test: dispersion law

massive graviton: ,   
joint 90% upper limit is 

α = 0 mgc2 = A0
1.27 × 10−23 eV/c2

��(f) =
�Dc

�2
g(1 + z)f

72 Cli⇥ord M. Will

where M = (⌅3/5G�4/5)�3/5m, and b is the coe⇧cient of the dipole term, given by b =
(5/48)(⌅�1G4/3)⇤S2, where ⌅, G, S are given by Equations (94), and ⇤ = 1/(2 + ⇧BD). Double
neutron star systems are not promising because the small range of masses available near 1.4 M⇥
results in suppression of dipole radiation by symmetry. For black holes, s = 0.5 identically, con-
sequently double black hole systems turn out to be observationally identical in the two theories.
Thus mixed systems involving a neutron star and a black hole are preferred. However, a num-
ber of analyses of the capabilities of both ground-based and space-based (LISA) observatories
have shown that observing waves from neutron-star–black-hole inspirals is not likely to bound
scalar-tensor gravity at a level competitive with the Cassini bound or with future solar-system
improvements [283, 161, 236, 292, 27, 28].

6.4 Speed of gravitational waves

According to GR, in the limit in which the wavelength of gravitational waves is small compared
to the radius of curvature of the background spacetime, the waves propagate along null geodesics
of the background spacetime, i.e. they have the same speed c as light (in this section, we do not
set c = 1). In other theories, the speed could di⇥er from c because of coupling of gravitation to
“background” gravitational fields. For example, in the Rosen bimetric theory with a flat back-
ground metric �, gravitational waves follow null geodesics of �, while light follows null geodesics
of g (TEGP 10.1 [281]).

Another way in which the speed of gravitational waves could di⇥er from c is if gravitation were
propagated by a massive field (a massive graviton), in which case vg would be given by, in a local
inertial frame,

v2
g

c2
= 1�

m2
gc

4

E2
, (99)

where mg and E are the graviton rest mass and energy, respectively.
The simplest attempt to incorporate a massive graviton into general relativity in a ghost-free

manner su⇥ers from the so-called van Dam–Veltman–Zakharov (vDVZ) discontinuity [263, 299].
Because of the 3 additional helicity states available to the massive spin-2 graviton, the limit of
small graviton mass does not coincide with pure GR, and the predicted perihelion advance, for
example, violates experiment. A model theory by Visser [265] attempts to circumvent the vDVZ
problem by introducing a non-dynamical flat-background metric. This theory is truly continuous
with GR in the limit of vanishing graviton mass; on the other hand, its observational implications
have been only partially explored. Braneworld scenarios predict a tower or a continuum of massive
gravitons, and may avoid the vDVZ discontinuity, although the full details are still a work in
progress [91, 66].

The most obvious way to test this is to compare the arrival times of a gravitational wave and
an electromagnetic wave from the same event, e.g., a supernova. For a source at a distance D, the
resulting value of the di⇥erence 1� vg/c is

1� vg

c
= 5⇥ 10�17

�
200 Mpc

D

⇥ �
�t

1 s

⇥
, (100)

where �t ⇤ �ta � (1 + Z)�te is the “time di⇥erence”, where �ta and �te are the di⇥erences in
arrival time and emission time of the two signals, respectively, and Z is the redshift of the source.
In many cases, �te is unknown, so that the best one can do is employ an upper bound on �te
based on observation or modelling. The result will then be a bound on 1� vg/c.

For a massive graviton, if the frequency of the gravitational waves is such that hf ⇧ mgc2,
where h is Planck’s constant, then vg/c ⌅ 1 � 1

2 (c/⇥gf)2, where ⇥g = h/mgc is the graviton

Living Reviews in Relativity
http://www.livingreviews.org/lrr-2006-3

[LVC 2022]



Parametric test: ringdown fundamental mode f/τ

[LVC 2022]

hringdown = ∑
lmn

Almne2πi( flmn+i/τlmn)(t−t0)

pSEOBNRv4HM

δ ̂f220

δ ̂τ220

least-damped 
dominant QNM 



For comparison: pulsar-timing tests of GR concern 
physical parameters, but also have weak interpretations

PSR J0737-3039 
[Kram

er 2016]

cumulative shift 
of periastron time

24 I. H. Stairs

Parameter Value
Orbital period Pb (d) 0.322997462727(5)
Projected semi-major axis x (s) 2.341774(1)
Eccentricity e 0.6171338(4)
Longitude of periastron ⇥ (deg) 226.57518(4)
Epoch of periastron T0 (MJD) 46443.99588317(3)

Advance of periastron ⇥̇ (deg yr�1) 4.226607(7)
Gravitational redshift � (ms) 4.294(1)
Orbital period derivative (Ṗb)obs (10�12) �2.4211(14)

Table 2: Orbital parameters for PSR B1913+16 in the DD framework, taken from [144].

Figure 6: The parabola indicates the predicted accumulated shift in the time of periastron for
PSR B1913+16, caused by the decay of the orbit. The measured values of the epoch of periastron
are indicated by the data points. (From [144], courtesy Joel Weisberg.)

Living Reviews in Relativity (lrr-2003-5)
http://relativity.livingreviews.org
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Testing General Relativity with Pulsar Timing 23

4 Tests of GR – Strong-Field Gravity

The best-known uses of pulsars for testing the predictions of gravitational theories are those in
which the predicted strong-field e�ects are compared directly against observations. As essentially
point-like objects in strong gravitational fields, neutron stars in binary systems provide extraor-
dinarily clean tests of these predictions. This section will cover the relation between the “post-
Keplerian” timing parameters and strong-field e�ects, and then discuss the three binary systems
that yield complementary high-precision tests.

4.1 Post-Keplerian timing parameters

In any given theory of gravity, the post-Keplerian (PK) parameters can be written as functions of
the pulsar and companion star masses and the Keplerian parameters. As the two stellar masses
are the only unknowns in the description of the orbit, it follows that measurement of any two
PK parameters will yield the two masses, and that measurement of three or more PK parameters
will over-determine the problem and allow for self-consistency checks. It is this test for internal
consistency among the PK parameters that forms the basis of the classic tests of strong-field
gravity. It should be noted that the basic Keplerian orbital parameters are well-measured and can
e�ectively be treated as constants here.

In general relativity, the equations describing the PK parameters in terms of the stellar masses
are (see [33, 133, 43]):
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where s ⇥ sin i, M = m1+m2 and T⇥ ⇥ GM⇥/c3 = 4.925490947 µs. Other theories of gravity, such
as those with one or more scalar parameters in addition to a tensor component, will have somewhat
di�erent mass dependencies for these parameters. Some specific examples will be discussed in
Section 4.4 below.

4.2 The original system: PSR B1913+16

The prototypical double-neutron-star binary, PSR B1913+16, was discovered at the Arecibo Ob-
servatory [96] in 1974 [62]. Over nearly 30 years of timing, its system parameters have shown a
remarkable agreement with the predictions of GR, and in 1993 Hulse and Taylor received the Nobel
Prize in Physics for its discovery [61, 131]. In the highly eccentric 7.75-hour orbit, the two neutron
stars are separated by only 3.3 light-seconds and have velocities up to 400 km/s. This provides an
ideal laboratory for investigating strong-field gravity.

For PSR B1913+16, three PK parameters are well measured: the combined gravitational red-
shift and time dilation parameter �, the advance of periastron ⌅̇, and the derivative of the orbital
period, Ṗb. The orbital parameters for this pulsar, measured in the theory-independent “DD”
system, are listed in Table 2 [133, 144].

Living Reviews in Relativity (lrr-2003-5)
http://relativity.livingreviews.org
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• Consistency: a useful sanity check, but hard to interpret statistically. P values are 
possible with much work. But would we ever believe an inconsistent result? 

• Parametric tests: constraints on GR “constants” (PN coefficients, graviton mass) 
witness increasing sensitivity, but again hard to interpret. Apparent violations may 
focus our search for new physics. 

• Alternative theories: new physics will be established by model comparison of GR 
with fully predictive alternative theories. Bayesian model comparison is often 
adopted as a framework, but it's difficult to prescribe priors for alternative gravity 
and alternative gravity parameters.

Testing GR with GW observations
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GW observations constrain modified gravity very effectively. Starting from the most 
general Lorentz-invariant scalar-tensor theory with 2nd-order equations of motion 
(Horndeski) + terms that avoid Ostrogradski instabilities...

•  Speed of GW

•  Perturbative decay and dispersion

•  Resonant graviton decay

•  Instabilities due to GW  |↵B | . 10�2
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[Vernizzi]

LIGO–Virgo 
observations
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• Consistency: a useful sanity check, but hard to interpret statistically. P values are 
possible with much work. But would we ever believe an inconsistent result? 

• Parametric tests: constraints on GR “constants” (PN coefficients, graviton mass) 
witness increasing sensitivity, but again hard to interpret. Apparent violations may 
focus our search for new physics. 

• Alternative theories: new physics will be established by model comparison of GR 
with fully predictive alternative theories. Bayesian model comparison is often 
adopted as a framework, but it's difficult to prescribe priors for alternative gravity 
and alternative gravity parameters. 

• Size of effects: detection SNR determines the magnitude of detectable waveform 
anomalies. 1% for LIGO–Virgo, up to 10–5 for LISA and future ground-based 
detectors.

Testing GR with GW observations
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new physics follows from establishing an anomaly: we need to 
obtain convincing evidence that the data prefers an alternative 
theory of gravity over GR

GR, Λ=0
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How well can we do? [MV PRD 86, 2021]
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• For a fixed false-alarm rate, we ask what SNR is needed to detect AG with 
50% probability as a function of fitting factor FF, using the Bayesian odds 
ratio as “detection” statistic.

How well can we do? [MV PRD 86, 2021]



• Consistency: a useful sanity check, but hard to interpret statistically. P values are 
possible with much work. But would we ever believe an inconsistent result? 

• Parametric tests: constraints on GR “constants” (PN coefficients, graviton mass) 
witness increasing sensitivity, but again hard to interpret. Apparent violations may 
focus our search for new physics. 

• Alternative theories: new physics will be established by model comparison of GR 
with fully predictive alternative theories. Bayesian model comparison is often 
adopted as a framework, but it's difficult to prescribe priors for alternative gravity 
and alternative gravity parameters. 

• Size of effects: detection SNR determines the magnitude of detectable waveform 
anomalies. 1% for LIGO–Virgo, up to 10–5 for LISA and future ground-based 
detectors. 

• Systematics: beyond statistical-significance arguments, we will need a solid chain 
of evidence before we claim GR is violated.

Testing GR with GW observations
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Testing GR with GW observations
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Gravitational waves in a nutshell—4
PN/NRGR theory. Tests of GR.


